saturn eve

An exciting music event ‘Saturn Eve’ will be held at The Loft (Chevron Island: Gold Coast) on the
11 February 2012.
This event brings together some notable female musicians, within a diverse cross section of styles, who are all
independent artists and sit comfortably outside of commercial mainstream music. Moving female artists out of
the ‘pretty’ into the raw, this gusty lineup is not one to be missed.
Acclaimed Brisbane artist Kristy Apps, who has graced many stages, festivals and events in Brisbane, USA
and in-between, manages to keep redefining audiences perceptions of folk rock. Seamlessly blending honest
folk lyrics she serves these up with a powerful raw delivery of voice and guitar. She will be joined by the
Shotgun Shirley’s lead guitarist Ruth Gardner.
Blue Honey lead singer Nikolaine (NIKKO) Martin combines roots, blues and funk to produce a sound that can
get any room moving. A remarkable guitar player, with a soulful voice and a captivatingly charismatic
performance. With many musical achievements as both a soloist and a band, (finalist in the Rics Exposed
2012), this is an artist you don’t want to miss.
All-female dark post punk band, Love Like Hate are a combination of electric guitar, dramatic piano that is held
together with rock accented drums. A writing ensemble between lead singer Heather Cheketri and pianist Sonja
Ter Horst, they are joined on drums by Sonia Serin. Having been described as dark pop, this outfit will be set to
introduce you to their roller coaster of tunes.
Sonia Serin who has just returned from England after receiving great reviews from UK audiences, is back with
her rhythmic guitar playing that is a combination of ambient chords and swift-sophisticated finger picking
combined together with a stomp box rhythm and emotional alluring voice.
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Saturn Eve : The Loft
| Saturday 11th February | Doors Open 8pm| $10.00 entry |
Further information contact : Love Like Hate email: info@lovelikehate.com.au or Heather on 0406 751 996

